SESSION 3
INFLUENCE OF SHARIA ON BUSINESS IN MUSLIM COUNTRIES

Exercise 3. Presentations

8th October 3.30–5.30 pm  CCM GR P1
1. UAE – Tunisia
2. Iraq – Bangladesh
3. Saudi Arabia – Indonesia
4. Turkey – Qatar
5. Somalia – Jordan
7. Azerbaijan – Egypt
Exercise 3. Presentations

8th October 5.30–7.30 pm  CCM GR P2
8. Pakistan – Morocco
9. UAE – Tunisia
10. Turkey – Qatar
11. Saudi Arabia – Indonesia
12. Kazakhstan

Exercise 3. Debriefing

At the practical session to be held on 8th October, several teams will present their reports on the influence of Sharia on business.

After each presentation, students will answer a short debriefing questionnaire.
Exercise 3. Debriefing

- What did you think was the most interesting country (in the sense that you discovered new things about it) among those presented today?

- Point out three issues/topics your classmates presented that you found particularly useful for foreign businesspeople.

- Which three issues most surprised you about the countries presented today?

- Did you find any aspect of culture that would be difficult to you to adapt to?